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1  Introduction 

 

Power electronic equipments are the main responsible for harmonic pollution of AC-electrical 

plants. In particular, Adjustable Speed Drives (ASD) affect both the AC-supply network and 

electrical motor supply voltage. A significant reliability reduction of equipment insulation fed by 

distorted voltage waveforms has been observed since 1950, but only recently voltage distortion 

effects on insulation have been deeply investigated. However, it is doubtful that the limit for power 

quality fixed by IEEE and IEC standards [1-3], which regard voltage and current rms distortion, can 

really improve electrical insulation reliability. Mostly, emphasis is put on current distortion, since 

accelerated aging is related to overheating caused by power loss increase [4-8]. Only recently the 

effect of voltage distortion on insulation system performance has been highlighted [9-12], focusing 

on cables and capacitors. 

Historically, investigations of the effect of voltage and current distortion on insulation degradation 

started from the harmonics injected in the AC distribution network by distorting loads [13], 

typically low-order harmonics (from 3rd to 21st order, i.e. having frequency from 3 to 21 times the 

fundamental one). Most of the work of the previous decade, in fact, was referred to transformers, 

rotating machines, cables and capacitors subjected to supply voltage distortion [5, 6].  

The recent large diffusion of Adjustable Speed Drives (ASD) has brought significant attention to 

another possible cause of loss of insulation reliability, i.e. the steep waveforms generated by 

AC/AC converters using fast electronic switches (as MOS-FET or IGBT), e.g. [14-23]. These 

inverters generate width-modulated pulse trains with very high slew rate (up to 50 kV/us) and 

frequency (10-50 kHz). Electrical machines with insulation designed for supply frequency (50-60 

Hz) have shown premature breakdown due to these periodic supply pulses, so that work is being 
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carried out to envisage design solutions including e.g. filters, winding techniques, new materials. In 

particular the endurance of the so-called “corona resistant” materials, i.e. materials resisting to 

Partial Discharge (PD) activity at high frequency, is being investigated [14-25]. 

This paper focuses on the features of harmonic distortion which may affect significantly reliability 

of typical AC-power network equipments, such as low-voltage self-healing capacitors used for 

reactive power and harmonic compensation. Moreover, the effect of high-frequency pulse-like 

voltage generated by ASD on electrical machine insulation is also investigated, resorting to life tests 

carried out on different insulating materials of the standard and “corona resistant” type, at electrical 

field levels able to incept partial discharges (PD).  

 

 

 2   Harmonic distortion and insulation systems 

 

Electronic power converters (AC/DC, DC/AC) are the main responsible for voltage and current 

distortion in electrical networks [6, 7]. These converters are now frequently employed also in 

electrical machine speed control, so that harmonic distortion can affect motor winding insulation.  

An example of a simple electrical network is sketched in Fig. 1: an ASD (Adjustable Speed Drive) 

is the polluting load, composed by an AC/DC converter, DC-bus-filter and DC/AC inverter; Zl is 

the supply line equivalent impedance. A capacitor bank for reactive power compensation, CK, and 

non-distorting loads are also connected to the network busbar; ZC is the equivalent impedance of the 

cable connecting the inverter to the motor. 

It is known that a DC/AC converter can be considered, at the supply-bus side, as a generator of 

harmonic currents, injected from the point A (Fig. 1) towards the network. These harmonic currents 

cause harmonic voltage drops along the line impedance Zl, distorting the voltage at bus, B,  and, 

thus, the supply voltage of every load connected to B. The extent of distortion is related to the ratio 

between the distorting load power and the short-circuit power of the equivalent network seen by B, 

so that even small power distorting loads can affect significantly the bus voltage if the line short-

circuit power is low [1, 26-28]. 

Supply-bus voltage distortion can be further on magnified by the parallel resonances, which are not 

uncommon in electrical power networks having power-factor compensation capacitors. An example 

of a distorted voltage waveform recorded in an electrical plant is reported in Fig. 2. In this case, a 

parallel resonance close to 5th harmonic occurred between capacitive and inductive equivalent 

impedances, so that the amplitude of harmonic components near the resonance frequency is 

comparable with the fundamental one. It is noteworthy that parallel resonances can commonly 
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occur in frequency ranges typical of those of the harmonic currents of noticeable amplitude, 

generated by converters, i.e. between the 5th and 21st harmonic order. 

In addition to the AC-supply side harmonics, the DC/AC converter generates impulsive voltage 

waves, whose characteristics depend on the switching technique, the motor design, the length of the 

cable connecting the ASD with the motor [14, 17, 19, 21, 29, 30]. For example, a typical waveform 

generated by a PWM inverter with MOS-FET or IGBT technology at the motor terminals is 

reported in Fig. 3. The voltage is modulated according to sinusoidal law, by square pulses at high 

frequency (up to 50 kHz) with very high slew rate (up to 50 kV/us), so that high order harmonics 

only, related to the switching frequency, are present in the supply network. Very large spikes, even 

two times larger than the square-wave amplitude, as well as ringings in the correspondence of rise 

and fall fronts could be observed at the motor terminals, even if the inverter generates purely-square 

pulses. As mentioned above, the magnitude of these overshoots depends on the length of the cable 

connecting inverter and motor, through the impedance mismatches between inverter, cable and 

motor [29, 30]. The overshoot amplitude is related also to the rise time of the pulsed supply: the 

smaller the rise time, the larger the overshoot for a fixed cable length. Another problem is that these 

impulses will give rise to voltage potential distributions along the motor coils that, due to the high 

frequency content, tend to concentrate the maximum voltage drops on the first turns of the 

windings. If, due to random winding, the first and the last winding of a coil are in contact, the wire 

insulation will experience an electric field much larger than that expected under 50 Hz AC supply 

voltage. Hencefrom, and in combination with the voltage overshoots, accelerated insulation aging 

can be promoted. Even the degradation mechanism can change, since PD on the insulation surface 

(or in insulation cavities) can be triggered due to uneven potential distribution and overshoots. 

These PD would have not been expected according to the design, or have much larger amplitude 

and repetition rate with respect to the design conditions.      

Contrarily to the sinusoidal case, where only one parameter, e.g. the RMS or peak value, is able to 

identify the voltage stress, the distorted regime requires more complex stress definitions, since 

infinite waveforms may have, for example, the same RMS but different shape or peak values. 

Appropriate parameters, characterizing the distorted voltage waveform, are, thus, needed in order to 

correlate the distorted waveform stress with the aging acceleration process. In [11, 12] it is shown 

that RMS and peak voltage, shape and steepness of the waveform can be used successfully for this 

purpose. 

The next Section will provide the results of accelerated life tests performed on low-voltage self-

healing capacitors and samples of motor wires, i.e. twisted pairs, subjected to AC-supply voltage 

distortion and ASD output voltage distortion, respectively. The discussion will point out those 
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parameters useful to identify the aging stress under voltage distortion and the correlation of 

distortion with accelerated aging.  

 

 

3  Effect of Voltage Distortion on Insulation Accelerated Aging 

 

3.1 Low Frequency Harmonics on self-healing capacitors 

 

Multistress life tests were performed on self-healing capacitors with different combinations of 

harmonics and temperature levels, according to a so-called “screening experiment” of the Design of 

Experiment (DOE) procedure [31, 32].  

In order to understand which features of the voltage waveform could prevail in promoting 

degradation acceleration, three shape parameters were defined [11, 12]: 
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where V1
* is the reference voltage (e.g. the rated capacitor 50 Hz voltage: V1rms

* = 250 V,              

V1P
* = √2 ⋅250 V), VP and Vrms are peak and rms value of the considered waveform; N is the amount 

of harmonic components of noticeable amplitude contained in the voltage waveform, ω1 is the 

angular frequency of the fundamental component, ω0 = 314 rad s-1 is the angular frequency of the 

reference 50 Hz sinusoid, h is the harmonic order, αh=Vh/V1. 

It is noteworthy that the three parameters thus defined tend to 1 for a purely-sinusoidal supply-

frequency (50 or 60 Hz) waveform. 

The first coefficient is proportional to the RMS derivative of voltage waveform, thus to voltage 

steepness or current, the others are related to peak and rms voltage values, respectively. 

The system employed for life tests, sketched in Fig. 4, is fully automated and controlled by a 

Personal Computer. It can generate, under high voltage, any kind of waveform with harmonic 
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components up to 1000 Hz, which is a frequency large enough to investigate the effect of AC-

power network distortion. 

Several life tests were carried out on samples of five self-healing capacitors. In each test the 

waveform parameters defined in equations (1)-(3) were varied superimposing to the fundamental 

one or more harmonic components, with different phase shifting. Most of the tests were carried out 

considering the worst case, i.e. when the harmonic amplitudes sum to the fundamental 

arithmetically.    

The life tests were performed at three levels of temperature, i.e. 20, 60 and 90 °C, in order to obtain 

information on the multistress behavior of the capacitors. Therefore, besides the voltage waveform 

parameters, another one, derived from temperature, was needed to take into account also thermal 

aging, T [33]: 

  

 T = 1/Θ0 –1/Θ (4) 

where Θ0 = 293 K is the reference (room) temperature and Θ is the test temperature.  

During the tests, the inner temperature, loss factor (tanδ) and capacitance were continuously 

monitored. Having observed in all the tests a continuous capacitance decreases with aging time (due 

to self-healing effect), the time elapsed for 10% derating from the nominal value was considered as 

failure time. The life test results are summarized in Table 1, which provides the voltage waveform, 

the test temperature, the electrical stress parameters and the mean failure times (life) with their 95% 

confidence intervals.   

In order to single out the parameter having the larger effect on aging acceleration, the failure times 

reported in Tab.1 were correlated statistically with the aging factors defined in (1)-(4) by means of 

multivariate regression techniques [12]. The Main Effect Plot (MEP) of Fig. 5 shows the effect on 

failure times of the four considered aging factors. The lines represent the estimated effect of each 

factor: the higher the slope, the larger the effect on life of the relevant factor. In the case here 

considered it can be argued that the prevailing aging factor is the peak voltage KP, followed, in 

descending order of importance, by rms voltage (Krms), thermal stress (T) and voltage slope (Kf). 

Regarding the thermal stress increase due to harmonic currents it has been shown in [34] that the 

harmonic currents constitute a secondary aging effect: it should be reminded, in fact, that Kf is 

related also to the rms current which flows through the capacitor and it is the least significant factor 

for aging, among those here considered. A thermal model is presented in [34], which provides the 

relationship among the rise of joule losses on the capacitor plates and heads, dielectric losses and 

temperature increase. It is shown that only for very large distortion levels (Kf>20) joule losses are 

not negligible with respect to dielectric losses and the temperature increase is, in the worst case,  
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about 10-15 °C. This variation is able to cause halving of life (see, e.g., [33, 35]), while even small 

KP variations can cause failure time reduction of ten times or more [33, 34]. The temperature rise 

during a life test in a capacitor subjected to supply voltage indicated as sample #1 in Table 1 is 

reported in Fig. 6. Figure 6A shows the temperature behavior in the first 7h, with a rapid rise, the 

achievement of steady conditions at about 26°C, then again a steep increase. The weak temperature 

rise in the capacitor with respect to room temperature can be attributed to ohm and dielectric losses 

due to current and voltage distortion (in agreement with [34]). On the contrary, the considerable 

increase of temperature starting from 4.5h can be associated more to electrical features, i.e. 

inception of significant PD activity at capacitor heads and self-healing discharges, than to Joule or 

dielectric losses. The PD activity causes a rapid and large temperature growth, which can affect 

considerably degradation and stops once the capacitor tapes interested by PD are detached from the 

heads due to temperature and mechanical effects. This mechanism can explain the rapid temperature 

rise and falls in Fig. 6B (till the end-point used to determine the failure time), and, at the very end, 

capacitor breakdown. Hence, it can be concluded that capacitors can actually break due to thermal 

effects, but these effects can be activated by the harmonic overvoltage, rather than by harmonic 

currents.    

These results confirm further on that, among the factors reported above describing electrical aging, 

the peak voltage is the main cause of capacitor insulation degradation.     

On the basis of this approach and of the results of correlation algorithms, a life model can be 

provided, involving all the significant aging factors: 

 

 lntF = lntF0 - nf lnKf - nP lnKP – nrms lnKrms - hT  (5) 

 

where, for the specific capacitors tested, the values of the coefficients are:  tF0=72500 h; nf =0.56;   

nP =6.2; nrms =1.8; h=1552 K. 

A simple probabilistic investigation can be carried out in order to quantify the loss of reliability of 

capacitors as a function of peak amplification (KP). For this purpose, the two-parameter Weibull 

probability distribution, which is mostly used to process data from electro-thermal life tests on solid 

insulation, can be employed [33]:   
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where tF is the failure time for a given probability F(tF), α is the scale parameter, i.e. the failure 

time corresponding to probability 63.2% and β is the shape parameter. The generalization of the 

failure time statistics can be obtained substituting in (6) α with tF from expression (5). As a first 
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approximation, we can consider only the predominant factor KP, so that the simplified model 

derived from (5) and (6) is:      
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The application of eq. (7) to the tested capacitors provides the plot of Fig. 7 (the values of tF0, n and 

β are: tF0  = 66000 h, n = 8.5, β =1). Each curve represents the failure probability vs. aging time at 

different KP values. It can be observed that the failure probability increases considerably with KP. 

The effect of KP on reliability reduction may be singled out better by Fig. 8, which shows the 

behavior of the cumulative failure probability corresponding to a life of sixth months (tF = 4380 h) 

as function of the peak amplification. As can be seen, the failure probability increases steeply with 

KP: for example, the probability of failure becomes about 50% with peak amplification of 30%, 

while it is only 6% with KP =1. 

Even if largely approximate, a model like that provided by eq. (7) is useful to infer the reliability of 

insulation systems connected to a distorted power network. However, more complex models can be 

achieved, taking into account also the random nature of harmonic amplitude (see e.g. [36]).  

 

 

3.2 High Frequency Harmonics on twisted pairs 

 

When a step-fronted voltage waveform is applied to the motor terminals, the first windings filter the 

signal, so that its slew-rate and magnitude decreases going to the end of the winding. Therefore, a 

pulse-like potential drop arises between the first and the last coil windings, whose amplitude 

increases with the slew rate of the PWM supply. If the winding is random wounded, as often occurs 

in low voltage AC-motors, the first coils may be adjacent to the last ones. In this way, the turn-to-

turn insulation is stressed by bipolar pulses that could reach the amplitude of several hundred volt 

[29, 30]. The turn-to-ground insulation is stressed by a bipolar square wave as well, while the 

phase-to-phase voltage is typically unipolar (it is constituted by a series of pulses, modulated with a 

sinusoidal law, which reverse their polarity every T/2, where 1/T is the fundamental frequency of 

the output voltage  [24]). 

As mentioned before, standard electrical machine insulation, imide-amide based, suffers largely for 

PWM supply, while it withstands well 50-60 Hz sinusoidal voltage. In order to understand this 

behavior, life tests were carried out on four materials used for electrical machine windings: one 

standard (#A) and three belonging to the category of the so-called “corona resistant”, designed for 

ASD (#B, #C, #D). The insulation of #B, #C, #D is filled by inorganic (metallic) additives, with the 
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purpose of improving endurance to PD insulation erosion. Samples of 5 specimens were used for 

each life test. The specimens were realized by two enameled wires (l =120 mm, Φ =1 mm, mean 

insulation thickness = 0.13 mm), wound in a standardized way as a twisted pair [37].     

The test apparatus is composed by a low-voltage square-wave generator, PC-controlled via 

IEEE488 bus. The output signal is then amplified in power and voltage by means of a static high-

voltage switch, built by MOS-FET technology. This component can reach, in a push-pull 

configuration, a slew rate up to 100 kV/µs and voltage amplitude of ±5 kV, providing both unipolar 

and bipolar square-wave. The voltage waveform is monitored by an oscilloscope through a 

compensated HV probe. The maximum capacitance load which can be connected to the generator is 

about 150 pF, which allows simultaneous testing of up to 5 specimens of the twisted pair type 

(about 25 pF each). 

First, life tests were performed on the four materials considered by a 50 Hz sinusoidal waveform, at 

three voltage levels, with the specimens either kept in air or immersed in silicon oil, in order to 

promote aging in the presence and in the absence of PD, respectively. The purpose was, indeed, to 

single out the effect of PD on aging acceleration. Preliminary measurements of Partial Discharge 

Inception Voltage (PDIV) were performed on the twisted pairs both in oil and in air, in order to 

establish test voltage levels above and below PDIV for life tests in air and in oil, respectively. The 

PDIV measured at 50 Hz, sinusoidal wave, was 9000 V and 700 V for twisted pairs immersed in 

silicon oil and in air, respectively. 

Then, life tests at 10 kHz under both sinusoidal and square-waves (the latter unipolar or bipolar), 

were carried out in air. Three or four voltage levels were applied, while other square-wave 

parameters were maintained constant (duty cycle 50%, rise time 0.75 kV/us), with the purpose to 

achieve information on the on the effect of voltage peak and frequency on acceleration of insulation 

aging in the presence of partial discharges, for standard and corona resistant materials. The effect of 

rate of voltage rise (slew rate) and duty cycle, already partially discussed in literature [15, 16, 38], 

are still under investigation through a DOE procedure.  As for the 50 Hz life tests, PDIV 

measurements were performed under high frequency supply (sinusoidal and square wave), in order 

to choose the voltage levels for the life tests to be performed above PDIV.  Figure 9 shows PD 

signals measured by a digital oscilloscope on a twisted pair supplied by unipolar square-wave 

voltage (2.0 kV peak-to-peak (pp), slew rate = 0.75 kV/us, duty cycle = 50%). For this kind of 

measurement the PD signal coming from the specimen is appropriately filtered in order to separate 

the noise due to switching frequency from the useful PD signal. We can observe in Fig. 9 that the 

maximum PD activity is reached just after the step-front, with a very short time lag.  
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For each life test, the failure times were statistically processed by the 2-parameter Weibull 

distribution (eq. (6)). 

An Inverse Power Model (IPM) was used to fit the 63,2% failure times at the different test stress 

levels. In a log-log plot, this model provides a straight line with slope inversely proportional to the 

Voltage Endurance Coefficient, n (VEC) [33]: 

 

 tF = kV-n (8) 

 

where V is the peak voltage, k and n are the parameters of the model. Figures 10-12 report the 

results of life tests (and the relevant regression lines) at 50 Hz, in oil and/or in air, and at high 

frequency, only in air, with sinusoidal waveform. As can be seen, experimental data fits to a linear 

log-log relationship mostly with very good approximation.  

The results of life tests at 50 Hz and 10 kHz sinusoidal in air and in oil for material #A (Fig. 10) 

emphasize the effect of frequency increase on aging acceleration of conventional insulation, both in 

the presence and in the absence of PD activity. Looking at the life lines, it comes out that the failure 

times and the VEC relevant to the life tests performed in silicon oil are larger than those derived 

from tests in air, so that the electric stress seems to accelerate aging much more in air (where PD are 

active) than in oil. Of course, failure occurs also in the absence of PD but at longer times. 

Moreover, it can be observed that the failure times for the life tests in air at 10 kHz are several order 

of magnitude shorter than at 50 Hz. The increase of frequency to 10 kHz causes even larger 

differences in failure times between the specimens aged in oil and in air with respect to 50 Hz 

supply, further on confirming the dramatic effect of PD for aging acceleration (PD, in fact, will 

significantly increase with frequency [39-40]). However it is noteworthy that frequency-accelerated 

aging is considerable even in the absence of PD (tests in silicon oil), and the endurance coefficient 

is reduced noticeably (VEC decreases from 11.7 to 8.7).  

The four different materials tested are compared, in order to evaluate their behavior with different 

kinds of supply waveforms, in Figures 11-14.  

Figure 11 reports the life test results obtained in air under 50 Hz sinusoidal voltage for the four 

materials #A to #D. It is interesting to observe that materials #B e #D present significantly shorter 

life than #A, the reference material, at the same voltage level, while #C shows the longest life times 

and best endurance coefficient (VEC=10.6). Therefore, some corona resistant materials, 

manufactured specifically for motors supplied by PWM inverters, show a worse performance at 50 

Hz than the standard insulating material, #A.  
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The behavior of these insulating materials is completely different, however, when the supply 

frequency increases. The data plotted in Fig. 12 and relevant to life test results under 10 kHz 

sinusoidal supply, performed in air, show that materials #B and #C have better endurance than #A, 

contrarily to what happens at 50 Hz. In fact, the life of #C may be at least 100 times that of #A at 

the same voltage. In this case, #D and #A have close lives, so that #D seems to have bad 

performance both at 50 Hz and at high frequency.  It is noteworthy that the endurance coefficient of 

#C is considerably high (VEC=12.8), as it occurs at 50 Hz. 

The strong dependence on frequency, displayed by a material as #B with respect to #A, might be 

explained through the effect of space-charges and polarization losses. At 50 Hz #B, doped with 

inorganic oxides and, thus, affected by an increased amount of internal interfaces, may accumulate 

much more space charge and present larger dielectric losses than #A, which can worsen life 

performance of such material. On the contrary, at 10 kHz space-charge accumulation, as well as 

interfacial and dipolar polarization losses, could be significantly reduced (literature shows evidence 

of a decrease of space charge build up as frequency increases [41]), while PD (corona) activity  is 

largely increased with respect to 50 Hz. Hence, corona resistant materials may last longer than the 

standard one. Similar results are shown in [42], where a relationship between PDIV decrease and 

space charge build up is hypothesized. Corona resistant materials, in fact, exhibit a lower PDIV, 

even if they show a better PD endurance. 

The effect of 10 kHz unipolar square and bipolar sinusoidal waveforms for the four tested materials 

is summarized in Figure 13, which collects the whole data set obtained by the life tests discussed 

above, as function of rms voltage. It is noteworthy that 10 kHz sinusoidal (bipolar) life tests provide 

failure times one order of magnitude shorter, at least, than those provided by the unipolar 

squarewave performed at the same rms. Partial discharges are much more active, in fact, with 

bipolar rather than unipolar supply voltage. However, if the data collected in Fig. 13 are plotted as 

function of peak-to-peak voltage it can be observed that all the high frequency data fits quite well 

the same straight line, for each material, independently of the voltage waveshape. This confirms 

that the peak-to-peak voltage is the most significant feature of the voltage waveform which causes 

the acceleration of the degradation process independently of the voltage waveshape. According to 

literature, [16], it can be expected that the pulse slew rate will affect significantly aging acceleration 

only at very high values (this aspect, as well as the influence of the duty cycle, is under 

investigation). The acceleration effect of frequency plays also a fundamental role, particularly for 

aging under an intense PD (corona) regime [18]. It is noteworthy that the frequency increase does 

not reflect in the same way on the different tested materials, being capable to accelerate aging of 

materials as #A and #D, but also able to improve the life performance of #B and #C. 
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4   Conclusions 

 

The analysis here carried out points out that the voltage peak is the prevailing factor accelerating 

degradation of insulation systems fed by both low frequency and high frequency harmonics. The 

other factors are voltage rms, shape and thermal stress for low frequency harmonics, while 

frequency plays a prevailing role for high frequency harmonics. Regarding the latter case, the 

investigation of the effects of sinusoidal and square waveforms on standard and corona resistant 

coating materials subjected to life tests under partial discharges, reveals that life reduction is 

considerably larger with bipolar waveforms, for a given rms value, with respect to unipolar pulses. 

However, if the peak-to-peak voltage is considered, the failure times do not differ considerably, at a 

given frequency, from bipolar sinusoidal to unipolar square waveforms.  The different materials 

tested do not provide consistent information regarding the capability to withstand PD aging at 

different frequencies and with different waveforms. Not all the tested corona resistant materials, in 

fact behave well at high and at low frequency, which could be related with the different role played 

by space charge accumulation as function of frequency.  
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Table 1: Summary of life test data and results: V1, V3, .., Vh are fundamental, 3rd ,…, hth harmonic 
components of test voltage waveform. Their rms value is 250 V. Voltage shape coefficients, Kf, KP, 
Krms and test temperatures, Θe, are reported. The mean failure times, Ft , are given with their 95% 

confidence intervals. The superscripts °, π, ϕ indicate a phase shifting between fundamental and 
harmonic component of 0°, 180° and 111.5° respectively. Γ = V1+1/3V3°+1/5V5°+1/7V7°. 

 

 
Sample  # Supply Voltage Θe  

[°C] 
 Vrms  

[V] 
Vp  

[V] 
K f KP Krms 

Ft   

[h]  
1 V1+2V3 π 20 560 1060 6.08 3.00 2.24 9.1 ± 2.4 
2 V1+3V3 π 20 760 1414 9.06 4.00 3.04 0.3 ± 0.2 
3 2.24V1 20 560 792 1.00 2.24 2.24 115 ± 3.9 
4 V1+1.5V3 π 20 450 884 4.61 2.50 1.80 22 ± 5.5  
5 V1+2V11 π 20 560 1060 22.0 3.00 2.24 2.9 ± 2.4   
6 3V1 20 750 1060 1.00 3.00 3.00 14 ± 5.2 
7 V1+2.4V11

π 20 650 1202 26.4 3.40 2.60 1.7 ± 0.6 
8 2.6V1 20 650 919 1.00 2.60 2.60 29 ± 1.4 
9 2.24V3 20 560 792 3.00 2.24 2.24 46 ± 31  
10 V1+1.5V11 π 20 450 884 16.5 2.50 1.80 24 ± 13  
11 2.24V11 20 560 792 11.0 2.24 2.24 30 ± 12 
12 2V1+1.14V5

ϕ 20 575 1060 3.02 3.00 2.30 10 ± 3 
13 3V5 20 750 1060 5.00 3.00 3.00 3.9 ± 1 
14 1.52(V1+V5°) 20 537 1075 5.10 3.04 2.15 8.1 ± 1.2 
15 3V1  60 750 1060 1.00 3.00 3.00 5.6 ± 1.8 
16 2.24V3  60 560 792 3.00 2.24 2.24 23 ± 5.0 
17 2.24V3 90 560 792 3.00 2.24 2.24 16 ± 2.4 
18 Γ 20 560 680 2.00 1.92 2.24 166 ± 15 
19 Γ 60 560 680 2.00 1.92 2.24 142 ±12 
20 2.24V1  60 560 792 1.00 2.24 2.24  89± 8.2 
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Figure Captions: 

 

Fig. 1: Example of an AC-power network with distorting and non-distorting loads. 

Fig. 2: Example of voltage waveform recorded in an electrical plant, where 5th harmonic is 

amplified by a parallel resonance. 

Fig. 3: Typical voltage waveform at PWM-controlled motor terminals. 

Fig. 4: Scheme of the system for life tests on self-healing capacitors. PC = personal computer; CT = 

current transformer, VT = voltage transformer.  

Fig. 5: Main Effect Plot (MEP) obtained from the data of Table 1, reporting the estimated effect on 

logarithm of failure times of the four aging factors. Self-healing capacitors. 

Fig. 6: Inner temperature behavior for a capacitor subjected to the voltage waveform #1 of Table 1: 

first 7 h (A) and whole test (B). Room temperature = 22°C. 

Fig. 7: Failure probability vs. aging time for different KP values. Self healing capacitors. 

Fig. 8: Failure probability corresponding to life of sixth months as function of peak value 

amplification, KP. Self healing capacitors. 

Fig. 9: PD pulses measured for a twisted pair supplied by unipolar square-wave at 2.0 kV, 0.75 

kV/µs of slew rate, 50% of duty cycle. 

Fig. 10: Life test results of 50 Hz and 10 kHz sinusoidal supply in air and in oil for material #A. 

The life lines plotted according to eq. (8) are reported. The VEC is indicated for the life lines. 

Fig. 11: Life test results of 50 Hz sinusoidal supply in air for all the four tested material. The life 

lines plotted according to eq. (8) are reported. The VEC is indicated for the life lines. 

Fig. 12: Life test results of 10 kHz sinusoidal waveform in air for all the four tested material. The 

life lines plotted according to eq. (8) are reported. The VEC is indicated for the life lines. 

Fig. 13: Summary plot in which all the data obtained from life tests on the four materials and the 

relevant life lines are reported as a function of rms voltage.  

Fig. 14: The same of Fig. 13 plotted as function of peak-to-peak voltage. 
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Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 
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Fig. 6A 
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Fig. 6B 
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Fig. 7 
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Fig. 8 
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Fig. 9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 
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Fig. 11 
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Fig. 12 
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Fig. 13  
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Fig. 14 
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